Current studies of the peculiar velocity flow field in the Local Universe are limited by either the lack of detection or accurate photometry for galaxies at low Galactic latitudes. The contribution to the dynamics of the Local Group of the largely unknown mass distribution in this 'Zone of Avoidance' remains controversial. We present here the results of a pilot project to obtain deep near infrared (NIR) observations of galaxies detected in the systematic Parkes deep H I survey of the ZoA -578 galaxies with recession velocities out to 6000 km s −1 were observed with the 1.4 m InfraRed Survey Facility SIRIUS camera providing J, H and K s imaging 2 m deeper than 2MASS. After star-subtraction, the resulting isophotal magnitudes and inclinations of ZoA galaxies are of sufficient accuracy (magnitude errors under 0.1 mag even at high extinction) to ultimately be used to determine cosmic flow fields "in" the ZoA via the NIR Tully-Fisher relation. We further used the observed NIR colours to assess the ratio of the true extinction to the DIRBE/IRAS extinction deep into the dust layers of the Milky Way. The derived ratio was found to be 0.87 across the HIZOA survey region with no significant variation with Galactic latitude or longitude. This value is in excellent agreement with the completely independently derived factor of 0.86 by Schlafly & Finkbeiner based on Sloan data far away from the Milky Way.
INTRODUCTION
The mass density field in the local Universe can be inferred from the measured peculiar velocities of galaxies, independent of any a priori assumption about the bias between visible and dark matter (Bertschinger & Dekel 1989; Dekel et al. 1990; Dekel 1994) . The determination of the peculiar velocity field requires large and uniform galaxy samples with high-fidelity redshift-independent distance measurements. However, peculiar velocity surveys are plagued by poor detection statistics in the Zone of Avoidance (ZoA) where the obscuring effects of dust and stars in the Milky Way prevent the identification of galaxies across 10 − 20 per cent of the sky (e.g. Kraan-Korteweg & Lahav 2000; Kraan-Korteweg 2005) . This problem is usually circumvented by statistical interpolation of the mass distribution adjacent to the ZoA (e.g. Yahil et al. 1991; Lynden-Bell et al. 1989; Lahav et al. 1994) . However, some studies, such as those by Kolatt et al. (1995) and Loeb & Narayan (2008) , suggest that these interpolations are inadequate and require unknown mass distributions to satisfactorily explain the peculiar motion of the Local Group with respect to the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). On the contrary, other works do not require any missing mass distributions to account for the local group mo-⋆ E-mail: wwilliams@strw.leidenuniv.nl (WLW) tion (e.g. Erdoǧdu & Lahav 2009 ). Several dynamically important structures, including the Great Attractor (GA; Lynden-Bell et al. 1988) and Local Void (Tully & Fisher 1987) are known to reside within the ZoA, and remain poorly mapped. Indeed, it is still a contentious issue -25 years after its discovery -whether the Great Attractor is at rest with respect to the CMB, or itself partakes in a flow towards more distant attractors like the Shapley Concentration, possibly in combination with the Horologium-Reticulum Supercluster (Hudson et al. 2004; Lavaux et al. 2010; Lavaux & Hudson 2011 ).
Until we understand the mass distribution in the nearby Universe, including the Zone of Avoidance, we can not properly resolve the controversial results on what fraction of the bulk flow is generated locally (within about ∼ 100 Mpc), and what fraction results from inhomogeneities on even larger scales (e.g. Hudson et al. 2004; Watkins et al. 2009; Feldman et al. 2010; Macaulay et al. 2011; Bilicki et al. 2011; Nusser & Davis 2011; Abate & Feldman 2012; Kashlinsky et al. 2010 Kashlinsky et al. , 2013 . A full census of the large-scale structures hidden behind the Milky Way, preferentially with a map of the underlying ZoA density field, respectively cosmic flow field, is an absolute necessity to warrant that uncertainties due to the ZoA do not perpetuate into deeper whole-sky survey results.
Blind H I surveys have been shown to be most effective at detecting gas rich galaxies in the most obscured parts of the ZoA. The H I Parkes Deep Zone of Avoidance Survey (Henning et al. c 2014 RAS 2005 , conducted on the 64 m Parkes Radio Telescope in Australia 1 , detected over 1000 galaxies in the southern ZoA. With an exposure time five times longer than HIPASS, the average rms noise of the survey was 6 mJy beam −1 . It covered a velocity range of −1200 < v < 12 700 km s −1 with a channel spacing of 13.2 km s −1 . The survey covered the entire southern ZoA visible from Parkes: 212
• (Henning et al. 2005) ; followed by an extension to the north 36
• < l < 52
• and 196
• < l < 212 • , |b| < 5 • (Northern Extension; Donley et al. 2005) ; with a later broadening of the width of the survey around the Galactic Bulge of 332
• < l < 36
• , 5 • < |b| < 10
• and 352
• < l < 24
• , 10 • < b < 15
• (Galactic Bulge extension; Shafi 2008) . The H I observations reveal galaxies where both optical and NIR surveys fail due to high extinction and high stellar density. In fact, the deep Parkes H I ZoA survey region was chosen specifically to cover this otherwise impenetrable region of the sky.
Apart from the large-scale structures delineated by galaxies detected in H I, their distances can be determined through the relation between linewidth and luminosity (TF; Tully & Fisher 1977) , and therewith their peculiar velocities. TF distances require three observational parameters: a measure of the flux and inclination of the galaxy as well as a measure of the rotational speed of the galaxy. The latter is readily available from the H I linewidths, corrected for inclination obtained from the surface photometry, while the former can be determined directly through surface photometry. Several such large-scale TF projects have been conducted to study the dynamics in the local universe, including the SFI (e.g. Giovanelli et al. 1994 ), expanded to the SFI++ (Masters et al. 2006; Springob et al. 2007) , the Kinematics of the Local Universe (KLUN; e.g. Bottinelli et al. 1992 ) and KLUN++ (Theureau et al. 2007 ).
More recently the 2MASS Tully-Fisher project (2MTF Masters et al. 2008 ) has been launched with the goal to perform a whole-sky TF analysis based on a complete sample of 2MASS galaxies brighter than K o s < 11.
m 25 within a volume delimited by v < 10 000 km s −1 . The use of NIR photometry for the TF relation has several advantages over optical photometry (Aaronson et al. 1979 ):
(i) The extinction, both internal and Galactic, is significantly reduced in the NIR. This results in smaller uncertainties introduced by extinction corrections and more robust photometric measurements. Also, effects on the inclination due to extinction are minimised.
(ii) The spectral energy distribution of galaxies peaks in the NIR, where it is dominated by the old, red stellar population. The long-lived low mass stars provide the best indicator of the total stellar mass which governs the kinematics of galaxies and is unperturbed by recent short-term star formation which may be significant at bluer wavelengths.
(iii) The distribution of old stars is smoother, resulting in a smooth light profile. This makes it easier to fit elliptical isophotes resulting in cleaner photometry.
Most importantly for our efforts in unveiling the ZoA is the low extinction in the NIR, compared to shorter wavelengths. This makes the NIR TF relation most ideal for use in the ZoA. However, the "whole-sky" 2MTF did exclude the innermost ZoA (|b| < 5
• ), as did the preceding 2MASS Redshift Survey (2MRS; Huchra et al. 2012 ) from which the 2MTF was extracted. The reason is twofold: it is notoriously hard to get redshifts of optically obscured galaxies, even if visible in the NIR; secondly, 2MASS is highly incomplete around the Galactic Bulge area at these low latitudes, and therefore along most of the southern ZoA which encompasses the dynamically important local large-scale structures such as the Great Attractor and the Local Void. The finalisation of the deep Parkes HIZOA survey has finally managed to trace the missing large-scale structures in the southern ZoA -although sparsely -through the detection of the gas-rich galaxies. The remaining question is, can we also get accompanying NIR imaging for these galaxies to permit a NIR TF analysis? Only few of these galaxies have counterparts in 2MASS (about 20-30 per cent, depending on Galactic longitude), and these lack the depth and resolution to accurately measure their photometric parameters. Deep high-resolution NIR observations are, however, able to penetrate the dust and deblend foreground stars, making it possible to detect NIR counterparts for the H I-detected spiral galaxies and measure their magnitudes and inclinations. As a pilot project, we have therefore started a NIR follow-up survey of a substantial sample of the HIZOA galaxies across the entire southern Galactic plane, delimited by v < 6000 km s −1 . This paper presents the results of this survey. It is the first step of a larger ongoing campaign to map the large-scale structures along the full 360
• -circle of the ZoA (Henning et al. in prep, Kraan-Korteweg et al. in prep.) , and follow up with a ZoA-optimised NIR TF analysis (Said et al. in prep.) , now that this pilot project has proved this to be a feasible approach.
This paper is organised as follows. Section 2 describes the NIR observations, data reduction and image calibration. In Sect. 3, we discuss the detection of galaxies in the images, the removal of foreground stars as well as the surface photometry and determination of photometric parameters. The catalogue is analysed and discussed in Sect. 4, including an analysis of the variation in extinction across the ZoA and a calibration of the DIRBE extinction maps.
OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION

Observations
The imaging data were acquired with the Japanese InfraRed Survey Facility (IRSF), a 1.4 m Alt-Azimuth Cassegrain telescope situated at the South African Astronomical Observatory (SAAO) site in Sutherland, South Africa. The IRSF is equipped with the Simultaneous InfraRed Imager for Unbiased Surveys (SIRIUS) capable of simultaneous imaging in the three near infrared bands J, H and Ks. The camera consists of three 1024 × 1024 pixel HgCdTe (HAWAII) arrays each with a gain of 5.5 e − /ADU and a readout-noise of 30 e − (Nagashima et al. 1999; Nagayama et al. 2003 ), cooled to 80 K. The field-of-view of is 7.
′ 7 × 7. ′ 7 and the pixel scale is 0.
′′ 45 pix −1 . The high resolution of the IRSF greatly helps in identifying and deblending foreground stars, allowing them to be removed more accurately and improving the surface photometry of galaxies. Based on previous experience with SIRIUS in the ZoA (Nagayama et al. 2004 (Nagayama et al. , 2006 Skelton et al. 2009; Riad 2010 ) each target field was observed with 25 frames of 24 s, resulting in an effective exposure time of 600 s. The resulting limiting magnitude is approximately 2 mag deeper than 2MASS (Riad 2010) . This exposure time is long enough for the detection of fainter extragalactic objects while not so long that the field is saturated with the fainter old stellar population within our Galaxy. The field-of-view of the IRSF is well matched to the positional accuracy ( 4 ′ ); of the HI sources (Donley et al. 2005 ); see also Fig. 9 in Sect. 4.1.
The observations for this pilot follow-up survey were started in 2006 and were continued through to 2010. Table 1 lists the progress of the observations and the observers who contributed to the survey. Some fields were observed as part of the Norma Wall Survey (Riad 2010) . A total of 7 weeks were allocated exclusively to this project, however a significant amount of time (∼ 60 per cent) was lost due to bad weather and serious problems with the detector cooling system in 2010.
Target Selection
Targets for the dedicated follow-up NIR observations were selected from a preliminary version of the HIZOA survey catalogue, containing ∼ 1100 sources. Our targets were further selected to lie within 6000 km s −1 . The reasons for this cut-off are:
(i) this volume encompasses most of the large-scale structures in the nearby universe, including the Centaurus cluster, the Norma Wall/Great Attractor and the Hydra cluster (Radburn-Smith et al. 2006);  (ii) at this cut-off HIZOA is still sensitive to M * HI galaxies; (iii) an M * Ks = −24.16 mag galaxy (Kochanek et al. 2001 ) at 6000 km s −1 will have a apparent magnitude of 10.35 mag. Even with extinction of AK s = 1 mag (AB ≈ 10 mag), we should be able to detect galaxies up to 3.5 mag fainter than M * Ks given a limiting magnitudes of 15.0 mag (for the NWS; Riad 2010); (iv) the mass density within this volume and within the ZoA may have a significant effect on the motion of the Local Group (Kolatt et al. 1995; Loeb & Narayan 2008); approximately 70 per cent of the HIZOA sources lie within this volume, giving us dense enough coverage to reveal a detailed flow field in the ZoA. Fig. 1 shows the spatial distribution of all HIZOA candidate galaxies; the targets selected for NIR follow-up observations, i.e. those within 6000 km s −1 , are plotted with large blue points if they were observed and with red crosses if they were not observed during the allocated observing time. More distant HIZOA sources are plotted with small green points. The completeness fraction of the observations per longitude range is shown in Fig. 2 . The relative incompleteness of the observations at both l < 270
• and l > 0
• is largely a result of the observing time lost due to poor weather and technical problems. The observations in the Norma re- gion are nearly complete which is excellent for studying the flow fields around the Great Attractor. Unfortunately the completeness is ∼ 50 per cent or less around the Local Void and Puppis regions (l < 0
• and l > 270 • respectively). The impact of the low coverage for l 250
• is somewhat compensated for by the better detection rate in the 2MASX in this region due to the lower stellar density.
Data Reduction and Calibration
The data were reduced using the SIRIUS pipeline (Nakajima priv. comm.), which is a dedicated IRAF 2 package for the automated reduction of IRSF/SIRIUS images. The high-level steps that encompass the standard NIR image reduction include:
(i) dark current subtraction; (ii) determination of master flat fields and flat correction; (iii) sky determination and subtraction; and (iv) frame to frame offset determination and combination.
Sky frames are determined from a self-sky image produced by median combining the individual dithered frames without realigning them. Because detector artefacts remain fixed on the detector while astronomical sources move with the dither pattern, any features (e.g. stars) on scales less than the spacing between dithered frames will be removed, leaving only the sky structure. However, extended astronomical objects with scales larger than the field separation will leave a residual on the sky image.
The output images from the SIRIUS pipeline are astrometrically and photometrically calibrated against the 2MASS Point Source Catalogue (2MPSC; Strutskie 2006 
where ZP λ is the magnitude zero-point. The uncertainty in the zero-point of the standard star calibration was typically 0.06 mag in all three bands. The SIRIUS filters (Tokunaga et al. 2002) are slightly different from the 2MASS filters so a transformation is required between the two systems. This is applied only when comparing our results to 2MASS or in comparing to 2MTF. The 2MASS magnitudes (M ′ ) are first transformed to the SIRIUS system (M ) via the following colour-dependent transformation equations (Nakajima priv. comm.):
which are valid over a wide range in colour 0.0 (J − H) 3.9, 0.0 (H − Ks) 2.8 and 0.0 (J − Ks) 4.9. Two measures of the photometric conditions are determined for each field: the seeing, or FWHM of stars in the field, and the magnitude zero-point. Figure 3 shows the distribution of seeing values and magnitude zero-points for all of the final 578 images. 65 per cent of the images were observed with Ks band seeing of < 1.
′′ 5 and 85 per cent < 1. ′′ 75. The median zero-points are consistent with values previously determined by Riad (2010) and Cluver et al. (2008) . The medians and standard deviations of both the magnitude zero-points and seeing values in all three bands are given in Table 2 . 
Galaxy Identification
Possible NIR counterparts to the H I sources were identified in the respective NIR images by a visual search of the false three-colour (RGB) images generated from the Ks, H and J bands where the Ks image is mapped to the red channel, the H image to green and and the J image to blue. Their different colour and extended nature allows galaxies to be readily identified by eye. A PYTHON script, that uses the PYDS9 4 interface with SAOImage DS9 5 , was used to interactively and systematically search the 7.7.
′ × 7. ′ 7 images for possible counterparts to the H I sources. The likelihood of a counterpart was assessed based on the NIR images and the H I spectral features. For example, an obvious elliptical galaxy would be excluded in preference of an edge-on spiral galaxy if the H I profile showed a clear double-horn structure. This is described further in Sect. 4.1.
Star-subtraction
The increase in stellar density near the Galactic plane results in heavy contamination by foreground stars. Star-subtraction by fitting the point spread function (PSF) was employed to remove the flux contribution of the foreground stars from the galaxy flux. This is implemented in two steps: the PSF is first determined for the field, which may be variable across the field. Second, the fitted PSF is used to remove stars in the neighbourhood of each detected galaxy. The automated PSF fitting routine for the Norma Wall Survey (Nagayama priv. comm.) was modified to improve the subtraction of stars on edge-on disks and to prevent the removal of sub-structure within the disks of face-on spirals. The method of star subtraction is based on the KILLALL routine (Buta & McCall 1999) . The steps, implemented in PYRAF, are:
(i) The sky background and rms, σ, in the image is determined using IMSTATISTICS with 30 iterations with 3σ clipping.
(ii) The galaxy is modelled using ELLIPSE and BMODEL. This model is subtracted from the image resulting in the galaxysubtracted image. Structures on the galaxy, in particular spiral arms, may not be fully modelled and may result in residuals in the galaxysubtracted image.
(iii) The bright stars (above 3.5σ of the background) in the galaxy-subtracted image are detected and removed with SEX-TRACTOR (Bertin & Arnouts 1996) . The DAOPHOT tasks PHOT and ALLSTAR are used to measure the PSF photometry of these sources and then to remove them from the galaxy-subtracted image.
(iv) The faint stars (above 1.8σ) are then detected and removed from the galaxy-subtracted image. Within the radius of the galaxy only stars that are also detected by DAOFIND with a threshold of 2σ are included in the list. This prevents the misidentification of residuals of structures as stars. Again PSF photometry is done with PHOT and the stars are removed from the galaxy-subtracted image using ALLSTAR.
(v) The two ALLSTAR output files for the bright and faint stars are concatenated, and used in SUBSTAR to remove these stars from the original image.
(vi) Any residuals as a result of the imperfect fit of the PSF to every star in the image are found and removed.
Steps (ii) to (vi) are iterated four times. Each iteration improves the galaxy model because the subtraction of stars on the galaxy gets more accurate. This results in improved photometry of stars on the galaxy and therefore increasingly reliable subtraction. Figure 4 shows some examples of the results of the starsubtraction routine. It displays qualitatively that the star-subtraction performs well. The removal of stars in this manner has been shown to have a minimal effect on the uncertainty in the galaxy photometry. In simulations of subtracting an artificially added star-field from galaxies, Nagayama et al. (2004) found that the measured Ks 20 magnitudes (the magnitude within the radius to the Ks = 20 mag arcsec −2 isophote) were on average 0.04 mag fainter with a standard deviation of 0.20 mag.
Astrometric Parameters
Source Positions
The position is measured using the intensity-weighted centroid of the J + H + Ks "super" co-add image. This position should be more precise as it measures the centroid from higher signal-to-noise data. The catalogue identifiers are RA, Dec for the J2000 Equatorial coordinates in degrees and l, b for the Galactic coordinates in degrees.
Ellipse Fitting and Object Orientation
Ellipses were fitted to each galaxy image using the IRAF task EL-LIPSE. The central coordinates, (X, Y ), are fixed while the position angle (φ, measured counter-clockwise from the x-axis) and ellipticity (ǫ = 1 − b/a) are fitted at intervals in the semi-major axis. ELLIPSE returns a table containing, amongst others, the intensity in counts enclosed within the ellipse, the position angle, the ellipticity and their errors at each semi-major axis step. The ellipticity and position angle characteristic of the galaxy are determined to be the average value in the outer part of the disk, between the 1σ and 2σ isophotes, where σ is the sky rms. Both the ellipticity and the position angle are usually stable in the outer disk. The ellipse parameters are determined individually in all three bands.
The ellipticities are identified in the catalogue as <band>_ell where <band> is one of j, h or k for the J, H or Ks bands respectively. The 1σ errors are identified by <band>_ell_sig. The position angles and errors (in J2000 coordinates, measured East of North) are listed in the catalogue as <band>_phi and <band>_phi_sig respectively. 
SELF-sky Correction for Large Galaxies
The nature of the self-sky measurement means that galaxies larger than the dither radius overlap in the individual dithered frames. The final sky frame therefore contains an extended residual, typically of a few counts per pixel above the average sky value, in the region of the galaxy. The result is that too much sky is subtracted from the region around the galaxy causing the measured fluxes to be lower. This is clearly evident in the intensity profile of the galaxy as a dip in flux around the outer edges below the median sky level. The residual is such that it is largest in the centre of the galaxy, decreasing towards the outer parts. However, it cannot be measured directly at the centre of the galaxy. We therefore measure the shape of the recovery of the dip in the outer parts to the sky level and extrapolate to the centre. This is done by fitting a linear function to the intensity profile between the minimum intensity and the asymptotic sky value and adding this to the intensity profile. A linear function was chosen as it is the simplest function that describes the shape of the dip. It provides a first order correction while introducing as little error as possible from higher order terms. The size of the correction at the centre of the galaxy can be up to 5 − 10 counts pixel −1 for large galaxies with bright extended cores. However, this affects only a small number of galaxies, ∼ 20.
A correction for this effect is made for galaxies which have both semi-major and -minor axes that are larger than the dither radius. As an example for one galaxy (J0748-26B), Fig. 5 shows the H band intensity profile. The red profile is uncorrected. The blue line shows the fit that has been made from the minimum in the profile to the outer edges. The fit region is demarcated by two vertical lines. The horizontal line shows the measured median sky value. The blue profile shows the corrected intensity profile.
Photometric Parameters
Fixed Aperture Magnitudes
The simplest photometric measurement is for fixed circular apertures. Magnitudes are measured using a PYTHON routine for apertures of 3 ′′ , 5 ′′ , 7 ′′ , 10 ′′ and 15 ′′ . The magnitudes and their errors are identified in the catalogue as <band>_m<c>, <band>_msig<c>, where <band> is the band in which the magnitude is measured and <c> is the radius, in arcsec, of the aperture.
Radial Surface Brightness Profiles
The one-dimensional radial surface brightness profile (SBP) is measured with ellipse by holding the centre, position angle and ellipticity fixed. The SBPs of each galaxy were fitted with a double Sérsic function,
, or in terms of intensities,
The double Sérsic function is the most general profile that allows for the simultaneous fitting of both an inner bulge (usually following a de Vaucouleurs profile with n = 4) and an outer disk profile (exponential with n2 = 1).
A plot of the SBP in each band is produced which shows the measured SBP, the fitted SBP, the residuals, the fitted parameters, a grey-scale image and the ellipse parameters. Examples of such SBP plots for J0748-26B are shown in Fig. 6 .
Isophotal Magnitudes
Isophotal elliptical aperture photometry is performed in each band, using the ellipse task. The isophotal radius, rµ, is the radius of the isophote at surface brightness µ. The isophotal magnitude, mµ, is defined as the integrated magnitude within that radius. In each band the µ = 20 mag arcsec −2 , µ = 21 mag arcsec −2 and µ = 22 mag arcsec −2 isophotal radii and magnitudes are calculated. The surface brightness profile is used to determine the radius at which a given surface brightness is reached. The catalogue names are r_<band>20e, <band>_m_<band>20e and <band>_msig_<band>20e for the 20 mag arcsec −2 isophotal radius, magnitude and error respectively in the given band. The fiducial isophotal parameters are r_<band>20fe, <band>_m_<fband>20fe and <band>_msig_<fband>20fe for the 20 mag arcsec −2 isophotal radius, magnitude and error respectively in the given band where the fiducial band is fband.
Total Magnitudes
Following a similar analysis to Kirby et al. (2008) , extrapolation of the analytic double Sérsic function allows for an accurate estimate of the flux that remains undetected below the sky noise. The integrated flux between a given outer radius, rout, and r = ∞ is:
is the incomplete gamma function and atot was taken to be the radius at which the surface brightness drops to 1σ. The observed total magnitude, m obs , is the magnitude enclosed within this aperture. The total magnitude is then determined to be:
The catalogue parameters are <band>_m_ext for the extrapolated total magnitude, <band>_msig_ext for the error error [mag] and <band>_dm_ext for the difference between total magnitude and the measured outer magnitude.
Photometric Errors
The fundamental limits to the photometry depend on the accuracy of the background determination, the S/N within the aperture and the zero-point calibration. The error, σF , on a flux within a given aperture, F , is the quadrature sum of the Poissonian source noise and the error in the sky background:
where N is the number of pixels in the aperture and σrms is the sky background
The ellipse fitting procedures will introduce additional errors. However, these are neglected here as they are expected to be less significant than the errors already mentioned.
Galaxy Types
Based on visual inspection of the NIR images we made an estimate of the morphological type of each galaxy: galaxies with no obvious bulge were classed as late-type (Hubble T-type 5), those with a clear bulge were classed as early-type spirals (T-type 1) and those with some evidence of a bulge as intermediate (T-type 3). Consideration was made for the effects of extinction, which can lead to the outer parts of the galaxies disappearing and the galaxy appearing more 'bulge'-like, however, we do note that this is an estimate only. Approximately 15 per cent were classed as early type spirals, 70 per cent were classed as intermediate type spirals and 15 per cent were classed as late type spirals.
Catalogue
The 40 brightest galaxies in the catalogue are presented, as an example, in Table 3 (Schlegel et al. 1998) [mag]; and Column 16 -Stellar density for stars brighter than 14 mag in Ks detected with the IRSF. All magnitudes are given as IRSF/SIRIUS magnitudes, not transformed to 2MASS. The catalogue in its entirety, with all measured parameters, is available in the electronic supplement.
Comparison with 2MASX
To evaluate the consistency of our photometry we compare the astrometric and photometric parameters of a sample of our galaxies that appear in the 2MASX catalogue . 2MASX positional errors are typically around 0.
′′ 5. Sources are assumed to be identical in the two catalogues if they are separated by less than 1.
′′ 5. This small correlation radius is taken because the SIRIUS images have been astrometrically calibrated against the 2MASX. Moreover, in many cases, the 2MASS coordinates are offset from the IRSF coordinates because the source is centred on a nearby foreground star which has not been removed. Only sources with reliable IRSF photometry are compared, i.e. galaxies near the edge of the field are excluded; 102 galaxies are included in the comparison. In Fig. 7 we show a comparison of the IRSF/SIRIUS and 2MASX positions. We find that the offset of ∆RA of −0.
′′ 02 is small and consistent with zero, with a dispersion of 0.
′′ 61, and ∆DEC of −0.
′′ 02 with a dispersion of 0. ′′ 54. Riad (2010) find similar values of ∆RA = −0.
′′ 01 with a dispersion of 0. ′′ 42, and ∆DEC = 0.
′′ 11 with a dispersion of 0. ′′ 39. This is consistent with the expected combined error of 2MASX and IRSF/SIRIUS of σ = 0.
′′ 44 (Riad 2010) .
Next, we compare the IRSF photometric parameters with the 2MASX values. The comparison is made for both the 5 ′′ aperture magnitudes and the Ks = 20 mag arcsec −2 fiducial isophotal magnitudes in all three bands (see Fig. 8 ). The metric used is
thus a positive quantity means that the 2MASS magnitude is fainter than the IRSF. All IRSF/SIRIUS magnitudes are transformed to the 2MASS standard via the transformation given by Nakajima (priv. comm; see Sect 2.3). The mean offsets and dispersions are summarised in Table 4 ; these are smaller for the 5 ′′ aperture than the isophotal magnitudes. This is expected given the smaller apertures used, although they may be more affected by the different methods used for determining the position 6 . Note that seeing corrections are deemed negligible given the excellent observing conditions.
On average, we find that the IRSF isophotal magnitudes are fainter than the 2MASX magnitudes. This is not surprising: the 6 2MASX uses the peak J band pixel while our photometry is based on the centroid of the super co-add image.
higher resolution of IRSF/SIRIUS improves the detection and subtraction of faint stars within the isophotal radius. The dispersion is ∼ 2 times that obtained by Riad (2010) and Cluver et al. (2008) , who find a dispersion of 0.095 mag and 0.07 respectively in Ks. Skelton (2007) finds a higher dispersion of 0.19, more consistent with our values. However, our larger dispersion may originate from the fact that our sample is composed mostly of spiral galaxies, many of which have extended faint disks, whereas Riad's sample contains many more elliptical galaxies. Moreover, our sample does cover a very wide range of Galactic longitude and latitude. Note also that the Ks = 20 m fiducial isophotal magnitudes are measured in differently determined apertures.
DISCUSSION
Detection Rates
The NIR catalogue contains all galaxies identified as possible NIR counterparts to the H I sources, including some additional NIR galaxies where the counterpart was uncertain. Both the H I spectra and NIR images were used to aid in the counterpart identification. For instance a galaxy with a clear double horn profile was identified as an edge-on NIR galaxy and one with a flat-top profile was identified as a face-on galaxy. We also took the foreground extinction into account: e.g. if the H I profile was suggestive of a late-type spiral but in a very high extinction region we allowed the galaxies to be more elliptical and bulgy in appearance because most of the low surface brightness disk will have been lost in the extinction. In the cases of positive identification of the NIR counterpart, usually only the presence of a strong double horn profile and clearly inclined galaxy allowed for confirmation of the counterpart. In the 578 fields that were observed, a total of 557 galaxies were identified in 421 fields. 317 Fields had a single counterpart, leaving 104 fields with more than one NIR galaxy identified as a possible counterpart. Of these 104 fields, a single counterpart could be ascertained for 46 fields, while the NIR counterpart for 58 fields remained ambiguous. Moreover, of the 317 fields with only one possible counterpart, we consider 303 to be confirmed based on visual inspection. The H I sources with no identified NIR counterpart are listed in Table 5. The offsets between the H I and IRSF positions for the confirmed counterparts are plotted in Fig. 9 . The large circle shows an offset of 4 ′ , which is the pixel size of the H I data. 98% of the detections lie within 4 ′ and 88% are within 3 ′ . As a comparison, for the two parts of HIZOA Northern Extension (NE), Donley et al. (2005) confirm 54 − 60% 2MASS counterparts within 3 ′ . In their final counterpart selection, Donley et al. (2005) exclude counterparts offset by > 4 ′ as statistically unlikely. Our detection rate is slightly better than that of Donley et al. (2005) given that these NIR data are deeper than 2MASS and are better able to penetrate both the dust and stars of the Milky Way despite the fact that the NE fields lie at lower extinction and star density than much of the rest of the HIZOA fields. Figure 10 shows the spatial distribution of the 421 galaxies with identified counterparts and the 157 fields with no identifed counterpart. For log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) < 4.0, nearly all galaxies have NIR detections. At stellar densities of log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) > 4.5, the detection of galaxies correlates strongly with the extinction level. The likelihood of a detection is clearly determined by the foreground stellar density and for a given stellar density decreases at higher extinction. The amount of nondetections increases slightly at intermediate stellar densities. At slightly higher stellar densities, 4.5 < log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) < 5.0, most galaxies have NIR detections, except where the extinction level is very high (AK s > 3.0 mag). However, for very high star density, log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) > 5.0, almost no counterparts are found, i.e. a ZoA of only ±2
• in latitude for the longitudes ±60 − 70
• around the Galactic Bulge. The Schlegel et al. (1998) foreground extinction of the detected galaxies, measured in the Ks band, ranges between 0.03 mag and 4.48 mag with a mean extinction of 0.41 mag . Figure 11 shows the number of galaxies detected and not detected as a function of foreground extinction in the Ks band. The distribution of detected and non-detected galaxies is also shown as a function of the stellar density in Fig. 11 . The fraction of galaxies detected increases towards lower extinction and lower stellar density. However, two things are noteworthy: the overall distribution of nondetections is fairly flat in both plots, hence nearly independent of foreground extinction or star density. These non-detections are most likely dwarfish blue low surface brightness galaxies that will not be picked up in any NIR survey, even far away from the Milky Way. Indeed, within the area with lower extinction and lower stellar density, the non-detections do on average have lower observed linewidths and H I masses than the H I sources with identified NIR counterparts. Moreover, the fraction of non-detections increases with decreasing H I linewidth and H I mass. Secondly, the areal fraction of high Galactic extinction and/or high star density is small (see also Fig.10 ).
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Magnitude and Colour Distribution
This section presents the magnitude and colour distributions of the 421 detected galaxies. Figure 12 shows the distribution of the observed (dotted histogram) and extinction-corrected (solid histogram) Ks = 20 mag arcsec −2 fiducial isophotal magnitudes in J (blue), H (green) and Ks (red). The magnitudes are corrected for foreground extinction based on the DIRBE/IRAS maps 7 , scaled by the factor 0.87 derived in Sect. 5. The mean observed and extinction-corrected magnitudes are listed in Table 6 ; the mean extinction-corrected magnitudes are 0.80, 0.52 and 0.34 magnitudes brighter than the mean observed magnitudes in J, H and Ks respectively. For the Norma Wall Survey (conducted on the IRSF using the same observational strategy and data reduction), Riad (2010) ′′ aperture magnitudes are used to derive the NIR colours of the detected galaxies; the distribution of the observed colours is plotted in the top panel of Fig. 13 and that of the extinctioncorrected colours in the bottom panel. J − H is plotted in blue, H −Ks in green and J −Ks in red. The mean values of each colour are plotted as vertical dotted lines. It is evident that the distributions of observed colours are skewed towards the red end as a result of selective extinction. This is due to reddening by extinction. The extinction-corrected colour distributions are more symmetric and less dispersed. Table 7 lists the mean values of the observed and extinction-corrected colours as well as the dispersion of each distribution. For comparison, the mean colours of the 2MASS Large Galaxy Atlas (LGA), (J − H) 0 = 0.73 mag, (H − K) 0 = 0.27 mag and (J − K) 0 = 1.00 mag, are also given (Jarrett 2000; Jarrett et al. 2003) . The mean extinction-corrected colours of (J − H) 0 = 0.67 mag, (H − K) 0 = 0.24 mag and (J − K) 0 = 0.91 mag are consistent with those of the LGA. We ignore the effects of morphological type on the distribution of the NIR colours and plot all the galaxies together. This is because we consider the majority of our galaxies to be of intermediate type (see Sect. 3.6), morphological types are harder to determine at low lattitudes and because NIR colours are known to vary only slightly with morphological type (see Jarrett 2000, who plots the NIR colour distributions for the LGA for different morphological types). The dispersion of the extinction-corrected colours of 0.1 − 0.2 mag is consistent with the dispersion in their distributions. The consistency between the mean values and dispersions of the extinction-corrected colours derived here and for the 2MASS 7 we have not corrected the magnitudes for the changes in the isophotal shape due to extinction (Riad et al. 2010, see) LGA outside the ZoA adds credence to the new extinction correction derived in Sect. 5.
Usefulness for Tully-Fisher studies
For the 2MTF survey, Masters et al. (2008) have already determined template relations for the Tully-Fisher relation in the 2MASS J, H and Ks bands which can be used for this data. We show here that the quality of our photometry is sufficient to be used for TF distances and peculiar velocities and so will be helpful in filling in the 2MTF ZoA. The dominant errors driving that of the TF peculiar velocities are the absolute magnitude error, σM , the velocity width error, |b|σW expressed in magnitudes where b is the TF slope, and an intrinsic TF scatter term, ǫint. Neglecting the covari- 
[ ances between the first two values arising from inclination corrections, the quadrature sum is approximately the total measurement error. We comment briefly on each of these terms. The absolute magnitude error is dominated by the measured apparent magnitude error, i.e. the errors in our photometry, as well as the error in the extinction correction. The measured errors in our magnitudes are typically ∼ 0.025 mag, and for a brighter sample (Ks 11.25 mag, the same selection for the 2MTF galaxies), the error is more typically 0.02 mag. In comparison, the errors on the 2MASS galaxies are typically 0.1 mag and 0.06 mag for galaxies brighter than Ks 11.25 mag. The I-band magnitude errors used in Springob et al. (2007) are typically < 0.05 mag. For AK s up to 1 mag we expect the error in the extinction correction will be no larger than 0.04 mag (based on the 3 per cent error on our extinction correction factor in Sect. 5). We therefore conclude that the total magnitude error, under 0.1 mag, is less than or, in the worst case, of the same order of the 2MASS magnitudes being used for the 2MTF.
Since the velocity width error is determined largely by the accuracy of the linewidths, we do not expand on it here, except to note that it will be affected by the accuracy of the inclination determined from our photometry. Our ellipticity (i.e. axis ratio) errors are typically 0.06 which is better than the 0.1 error estimated by Masters et al. (2008) for the J band axis ratio for 2MASS galaxies and comparable to the 0.04 − 0.06 for the I band axis ratios (Springob et al. 2007 ).
Finally, from Masters et al. (2008) , the intrinsic scatter in the TF relation varies between ∼ 0.15 mag and 1 mag across 2 < log W < 2.8.
NIR COLOURS AND EXTINCTION
The Schlegel et al. (1998) extinction maps derived from the DIRBE/IRAS data are not properly calibrated at low Galactic latitudes (|b| < 5
• ). Foreground contaminating sources are not removed from these maps at |b| < 5
• which can lead to an overestimate of the extinction. Moreover, Schlegel et al. (1998) assume an extinction law with RV ∼ 3.1, while the dust composition of giant molecular clouds within the Galactic disk is likely to differ from less dense dust clouds further from the Galactic plane. Thus the extinction law and RV parameter should vary across the Galactic plane. Higher density regions consisting of larger grains typically have RV ∼ 5. For these regions, the difference in extinction as a function of wavelength is lower (large grains are grey absorbers) and would also imply an overestimation of the total extinction for a given colour. Nevertheless, the DIRBE/IRAS maps remain the best available means to estimate the extinction in the ZoA. Moreover, several studies have shown that while they do indeed overestimate the extinction, it is possible to correct for this. For example, Nagayama et al. (2004) measured the colour excess of giant stars in a region around PKS 1343-601 (l, b = 309.
• 7, 1.
• 7) and found the Schlegel values to be 33 per cent too high. Schröder et al. (2007) looked at the I − J, J − Ks and I − Ks NIR colours of galaxies in the same region and concluded that the extinction is 87 per cent of the DIRBE values, i.e. the DIRBE values overesti-mate the extinction by 15 per cent. Other independent studies have shown the true extinction to be 67 − 87 per cent of the DIRBE values (Arce & Goodman 1999; Choloniewski & Valentijn 2003; Dutra et al. 2003; Schröder et al. 2005; van Driel et al. 2009 ). Furthermore, in their study of Northern ZoA galaxies, van Driel et al. (2009) find that the overestimate depends on the amount of extinction, increasing from a factor of 0.86 for galaxies with B band extinction in the range 2 < AB < 6, to a factor of 0.69 for the more heavily extincted galaxies with 6 < AB < 12. The consistency of their values with those derived in the Southern ZoA suggests little or no variation with Galactic longitude.
Since the NIR colours are nearly independent of galaxy type, the NIR colours of nearby galaxies provide an independent means to determine the extinction at low latitudes. We apply an extinction correction based on the DIRBE/IRAS values and look for residuals in the resulting colours; the true extinction corrected colours should be independent of extinction. Figure 14 shows the extinctioncorrected NIR colours, (J − H) o , (H − Ks) o and (J − Ks) o , as a function of the Ks band extinction, AK s , for all NIR detections with reliable photometry in all three bands. The galaxies cover a wide range of Galactic latitude and longitude. The colours were determined from the 5 ′′ aperture magnitudes. The DIRBE/IRAS maps clearly overestimate the extinction at these low latitudes. The dashed lines show a linear least squares fit to the data. There is a clear trend for the colours of galaxies at high extinction to be bluer than expected. The fits give: with an rms of 0.14 mag, 0.13 mag and 0.21 mag respectively. Following the method first derived by Schröder et al. (2007) , we assume that the Schlegel values, AK s , overestimate (underestimate) the true extinction, AK s , by a constant multiplicative factor f , i.e.
The correction factor is related to the slope of the linear fit by
where E(C)/AK s is the ratio of selective to total extinction which is obtained by integrating the extinction law of Cardelli, Clayton & Mathis (1989) over each of the SIRIUS J, H and Ks bandpasses:
From the linear fits we derive i.e. the true extinction is 13 per cent lower than predicted by the DIRBE/IRAS values, averaging across the entire southern ZoA. This is consistent with the value of Schröder et al. (2007) in the region of PKS 1343-601 (l, b = 309.7
• , 1.7 • ).
Discussion of Possible Sample Biases
We investigate whether the observed dependence of colour on the extinction is a result of a selection effect or bias in our sample. We consider three effects:
(i) The loss of intrinsically red galaxies at higher extinction due to selective absorption near the completeness limit of the NIR observations. Adopting the magnitude limits of Riad (2010) : 16.6, 15.8 and 15.4 mag in J, H and Ks respectively, we calculate that a limit of 14.83 mag in the Ks band will be sensitive to J − K colours within 0.5 mag of the mean value even with an extinction of AK s of 1.4 mag. Similarly a cut-off of 15.03 mag in Ks applies for the H − K colours. Finally, for J − H, a cut-off of H = 15.27 allows us to detect galaxies with colours up to 0.5 mag from the mean with an extinction of AK s = 1.5 mag. After selecting subsamples based on cut-offs of Ks = 14.75 mag for J − Ks and H − Ks and H = 15.0 mag for J − H, we find no significant changes in the observed relation between the Schlegel extinctioncorrected colours and the extinction. Therefore, we are confident that this is not a result of the completeness of the sample.
(ii) The effect of redshift on NIR colours, i.e. the k correction. Poggianti (1997) give small linear corrections with z which amount to < 0.03 mag for our galaxies. Limiting the sample to only those galaxies with confirmed counterparts so their velocities are known and selecting only those with 4 000 < v < 6 000 km s −1 , we purposefully select a sample that will exaggerate this effect. However, we derive similar correction values for this sub-sample, indicating that it is not the major contributor to the observed gradients in the colour-extinction relations.
(iii) Small variations in the intrinsic colours of the detected galaxies as a function of galaxy type. The J − H colour drops from the nominal value of 1.0 mag to 0.7 mag towards later type galaxies (Sdm). To investigate this effect, we select from the H I confirmed sample only those galaxies with inclination-corrected linewidths log W < 2.2, which are likely to be later type Sdm galaxies. Again we find no significant difference in the derived correction factor. We further test this by using a sample of galaxies that are classed as later type based on visual inspection of the NIR images (T-types 4 and 5). There is no significant difference in the correction factor for this sample.
Variation with Galactic Latitude and Longitude
Because this sample covers such a large area along the Southern Galactic plane, we can use it to investigate the extinction in different regions of the Galactic plane. In the following section we determine the correction factor in several latitude and longitude bins. Fig. 15 shows the extinction factor derived for several Galactic longitude and latitude bins. The size of the bins is restricted by the number of galaxies we have. Each bin contains 15 − 60 galaxies. For this case, we fit only the slope and keep the intercept fixed at the LGA values for the extinction-corrected NIR colours. We see no significant variation in the correction factor as a function of longitude or latitude. There is some variation within the errors. This is consistent with the results of van Driel et al. (2009) , which suggest continuity of the overestimation across Galactic longitude. Initial work by Burstein and Heiles (see e.g. Heiles 1976; Burstein & Heiles 1978 , 1982 suggested a variation with longitude based on the observed changes in the relationships between the H I gas-to-dust ratio and galaxy counts towards the Galactic bulge.
It is interesting to note that this 13 per cent lower DIRBE/IRAS extinction value nearly matches the value of 13 found by Schlafly et al. (2010) in a completely independent analysis of the blue tip of main sequence turn-off stars, and that of 14 per cent found by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) in a different analysis of the colours of stars with spectra in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. Both studies are based on colours determined from other filterbands and in regions far away from the Galactic Plane. Their comparable correction factors may well suggest that we have found the same effect, and this is in fact not induced by different dust properties at lowest Galactic latitudes. 
SUMMARY
Deep NIR follow-up observations of HIZOA galaxies within 6000 km s −1 are presented. J, H and Ks images of 578 targets were obtained using the 1.4 m IRSF telescope with the SIR-IUS camera. The combined three-colour NIR fields were visually searched for counterparts of the H I galaxies and following the identification of possible counterpart galaxies, careful subtraction of foreground stars was done. Surface photometry was performed on the star-subtracted images to produce a photometric catalogue of 555 NIR galaxies. A range of photometric parameters are determined for each source and used to compile the final NIR catalogue; these include the ellipticity, position angle, isophotal magnitudes and extrapolated total magnitudes in all three NIR bands.
A comparison with 2MASX positions found no significant offset, with dispersions of the order of 0.
′′ 6 and 0. ′′ 4 for RA and Dec respectively. The magnitudes at small apertures all agreed very well with dispersions of 0.07 mag. There was a slightly larger offset for Ks = 20 mag arcsec −2 fiducial isophotal magnitudes, which were fainter as derived from the IRSF photometry compared to 2MASX (−0.13, −0.09 and −0.08 mag for the three NIR bands). This conforms well with the expectations because of the improved star subtraction that is possible with the higher resolved images. The dispersion hovers around 0.15 mag when compared to 2MASX. This again is understood in that the deeper IRSF images will often allow a better recovery of extended low-surface brightness disks of this spiral galaxy sample.
We have shown that the quality of the photometry is sufficient for use with the TF relation to determine distances and peculiar velocities. The expected magnitude errors are less than 0.1 mag and may be < 0.05 mag in regions of lower extinction. The errors on the axis ratios are typically 0.06 which will not be prohibitive in determining inclinations for velocity width corrections.
The detection of NIR counterparts has proved quite successful. For log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) < 4.0, nearly all galaxies have NIR detections, though almost none are found for very high star density, log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) > 5.0, i.e. resulting in a ZoA of only ±2
• around the Galactic Bulge. Within that higher stellar density range, the detection of galaxies correlates strongly with the extinction level. As shown with Fig. 10 , most galaxies still have a NIR counterpart for 4.5 < log(N (Ks<14 m ) /deg 2 ) < 5.0. However, this does not hold when the extinction level is very high (AK s > 3.0 mag). Overall, the deeper NIR follow-up imaging project of HIZOA galaxies observations shows a vast improvement compared to 2MASX, which recovered only 130 certain 2MASX counterparts for the full HI-ZOA catalogue of ∼ 1100 galaxies.
We have used the NIR colours of all the detected galaxies to investigate the extinction in the Galactic plane, to test whether the dust properties change at these high dust column densities. The ratio of the true extinction to the DIRBE/IRAS extinction (Schlegel et al. 1998 ) was found to be 0.87 across the whole HI-ZOA survey region. This value showed no significant variation with Galactic longitude and latitude. This value is completely compatible with the values found by Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) which were obtained based on an analysis of stellar data. The result here might be an independent confirmation, rather than being due to a difference in dust properties at low Galactic latitudes.
